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30 March 2022 – To enhance the development and use of policy briefs in policy-making
processes in the Region, the Regional Office held a virtual interactive workshop on March 29
and 30 for researchers and policy developers. Over 60 participants from countries in the Region
attended the workshop, including members of the Network of Institutions for Evidence and Data
to Policy (NEDtP) and relevant staff from ministries of health and WHO. 
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The workshop provided advanced training of trainers and followed a previous workshop on the
general principles of policy brief development that took place in October 2021. The workshop
series is part of the Regional Office’s efforts to strengthen and institutionalize national capacity
in the Region in the use of evidence for policy development for health, as requested by
resolution EM/RC66/R.5 in 2019. 

  

The workshop was inaugurated by Dr Arash Rashidian, Director of Science, Information and
Dissemination at the WHO Regional Office, and covered different components of the policy brief
development cycle, including the use of systematic reviews of effects and relevant tools, the use
of cost and economic evaluation evidence in policy brief development, qualitative evidence and
qualitative synthesis, the use of national data and surveys, organizing and facilitating policy
dialogues, identifying and addressing barriers to implementation, and monitoring and
evaluation. During the sessions, participants were given opportunities to interact with the
speakers, look at real-life examples and share their experiences and perspectives. 

  

The meeting concluded with the identification of priority topics for policy brief development in the
Region and an outline of the Regional Office’s next steps in enhancing national capacity for the
use of evidence in health policy-making.

  Related links
  

Session 1

  

Use of systematic reviews of effects in policy brief development   

  

Qualitative evidence and qualitative synthesis in policy briefs

  

Use of cost and economic evaluation evidence in policy brief development

  

Session 2
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuDKW8FyEGI
images/stories/evidence-data/Use_of_systematic_reviews_of_effects_in_olicy_briefs_development.pdf
images/stories/evidence-data/Qualitative-Evidence-Qualitative-Synthesis-in-Policy-Briefs-Colvin-Session_1.pdf
images/stories/evidence-data/Use-of-cost-_Rashidian.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJPyTPcLDU8
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National data and surveys for policy brief development

  

Organizing and facilitating policy dialogues

  

Identifying and addressing barriers to implementation

  

Developing the monitoring and evaluation section for a policy brief

  

Sample of qualitative findings from Glenton et al. 2013 (LHW Review)

  

Summary of previous workshop general principles of policy brief development&nbsp;

  Report
  

Summary report on the Workshop for capacity-building for the development of policy briefs:
general principles for NEDtP members 
Virtual meeting, 25–26 October 2021

  Tuesday 21st of May 2024 03:44:32 PM
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images/stories/evidence-data/National-data-and-surveys-for-policy-brief-development_JvdMcompressed.pdf
images/stories/evidence-data/Organizing-and-facilitating-Policy-dialogue-March-2022-Rashidian.pdf
images/stories/evidence-data/Identifying-and-Addressing-barriers-to-implementation-Colvin_Session_2.pdf
images/stories/evidence-data/Developing-the-monitoring-and-evaluation-section-of-_policy-brief-_Rashidian.pdf
images/stories/evidence-data/Sample-of-Qualitative-Findings-from-Glentonl.pdf
images/stories/evidence-data/Summary-_previous-workshop-General-principles_.pdf
https://applications.emro.who.int/docs/WHOEMEDP004E-eng.pdf?ua=1
https://applications.emro.who.int/docs/WHOEMEDP004E-eng.pdf?ua=1

